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1. Introduction Let A~m) and A.~m> be two n-dimensional areal 

spaces of th~ submetric class with the fundamental functions F(x, p) 
and F (x, p) respectively having the same system of coordinates. 
These two spaces are called conformally related, if their respective 
normalised metric tensors g,; and g11 are connected by the relation 

(1.1) 

where cr is at most a point function (4] 

Under the change ( 1.1 ), we have seen in [I] that 

(1.2) "' 2cr "' (b) giJ;k=e g,;; 1,, 

(1. 3) 

(1.4) 

( l.5) 

The purpose of this paper is to obtain different kinds of curvature 
tensors and Bianchi identities in our space. Throughout the paper, 
we use the same notations as in the papers (I], (2], (3] and [4]. 
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2. Covariant Derivatives of Tensors in fiCm). The covariant 
n 

derivative efany vector Xi in A~m) is given by [3] 

xtk=x:k-Xi; ~ r~k+X1 I\ik. 
Analogous to this, the covariant derivative of any vector X' in 

A~mi is defined by 

<2.]) 

where the symbol (T) followed by an index denotes the covariant 

derivative in the space A(m>. 
n 

If we replace J{i by gH fo (2.1 ), we get 

(2.2) 

then, by help of (I.I), (1.2),(1.4) and the relation g;11k=O in A~mi, we 

conclude 

Theorem 2.1. An areal space, satisfying the relation 

is said to be conformally related to the space A~mi whose normalised 

metric tensor is g11• 

Theorem 2.2. Let A (,,.i and A.Cm) be two areal spaces of the sub-
" 11 

metric class, satisfying (1. l ). Then, in the space A~m>, the relation 

holds good. 

-; l 
Further, from (2.1) if vector J{i is replaced by tensor C11 , "and 

then relations ( 1.4) and (1.5) are applied, we get 

c0 • =d>- -d>- · rA v• + c;>- vi ci>- v1 c•>.. v1 • 
h' YTk n'y.k n'·y 's Pk n'y jk- 1'Y M- n'; yk 
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Therefore, we have 

Theorem 2.3. If c~.y~k and c~. ~Tk are the covariant derivatives 

' .\ -i .\ . . of C., and C~, respectively, then 
... 'Y " 'Y 

(2.3) .. 
where 

C' "' ·c• "' ci "' a vs c' "' v' - c' "' v1 c• 1 v' 
1t"rl;k=O'.k ll'Y- "'Y; s a1,+ "'Y ik ;•y ~,,- "'' y11° 

3. The Curvature Tensors in A~m>. In the space A~m> the cur-

vature tensor R;kl• [3] is defined by 

0 o. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ri =r' -r• -r' ; "'r1 +r' ; "'r1 +ri r" -r' r". 
lkll 1k, It lh, k lk ! 0</i 14 I 0<k nil Ill t17' Iii 

In analogy to the above, we define the curvature tensor R.' in 
lk/I 

Introducing (1.4) in (3.1 ), we have 

Theorem 3.1. If R:kh and .R:1,1' are the curvature tensors of the 

spaces A~m) and .A~m\ respectively, then 

(3.2) 

where we have put 

and 

. 0 0. 0 
V' r" r' n I n •l• jk + n7' vih + v,,1.r1,; 
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Now, analogous to the second curvature tensor K~kt [3] of A~m), 

we may define the curvature tensor K~~i of if~mi by 

- i -i -i A -y 
Khkt= Rfkt + Cli, y RA1,t. 

Putting (1.5) and (3.2) in this relation, we conclude 

Theorem 3.2. Let K~ki be the. curvature tensor of A~m>. Then, 

~nder the change (1.1), the tensor K 1:1oi is transformed as 

(3.3) 

where 

and 

It is well known that the curvature P~,., ~. [3] in A~mJ is given by 

pi A .;.i A ci A ci 8 r" A 8 
hk' y= hk' y- It' yfk+ 11•·r, slo; yP8 • 

Corresponding to this, we 'define the curvature P~k' ~ in .A~m>by 

-i A 0 i A -; A -; 8 ° n A s 
phk"y=I'hk'y-Ch'yTk+Ch'n rsk; yP;. 

Using (1.4), (l.5) and (2.3) in the above relation, we get 

Theorem 3.3. 
t A 

Under the change (I. I) the curvature P hk' 'Y of 

A~m) is transformed as 

(34) p )..=P; ).. j;; )..+ C; )..
1 hlo'y l1k'y+ hk'y a,k h'Y 

where we have written 

P' ).,=v'. A_c•)., +ci s v" AP• 
lik' y jk ' y h' Y/lk h' n sk ; Y 8 . 

Analogous to the curvature Si ).. ,. [3] of A <mi, we define the cur-
1i' Y's n 
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Applying (1.5) in this relation, we get 
Theorem. 3.4. Under the conformal change (1.1) thr curvature 

S~, ~. ~ of A~m> remains invariant. 

We define the Riemannian curvature R(xi, P! vc., Xi).[5] of A~m>, 

at a point xi, by means ofthe formula 

R11kh p~ p~ x1 Xi vc. vll 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 

(g111 g1k-ga, g111) p~ p~ Xi Xi vc. vll 

where R11k11 =g;. ·R~kn. Corresponding to this, we can define the 
'( 

Riemannian curvature R(xi, p~ v°', X 1) of .A~m> by 

R(x', p: vc., Xi) 
(g111 g1k- gu, g1,.) p~ p~ X' J(I v°' vll 

Applying (I.I) and (3.2) in this, we conclude 

Theorem 3.5. The Riemannian curvature R(xi, p: v°', Xi) and 

R(xi, p: vc., Xi) of the spaces A~m) and A~m) are compared by the 

relation 

R(xi, p: vc., Xi)=e-2cr[RJxi, p: vc., X')+A(x1, p~ vc.,_ X 1) 

2 ' -R(x', p°' v°', X 1)], 

where 

and 
2 . 
R(xi, p: v"', Xi)-

(g;11 g1k - g;k g,,.) p~ p~ Xi Xh v"' vll 

Analogous to the Riemannian curvature R(x1, p:) [5] in A~m), at 

an isotropic point x 1, theRiemannian curvature R(xi, p 1
) in Ji<mJ, at 

C< fl 

the corre~ponding isotropic point, is given by 
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By the help of (I.I), (3.1) and the above relation, we have 

Theorem 3.6. Let R(xi, p~) and R(xi, p:) be the Riemannian 

curvatures at the corresponding isotropic points of the spaces 

A~m) and A~m> respectively, then 

where 

and 

4. The Bianchi Identities. The curvature tensor R:.k1t of the 

space A~m> satisfies the identity [5] 

(4.1) 

0. - 0. 
-z et m i °' m 

+ r;li; "'R"'Y" + riY; m R"'"'' =0. 

In the spac~ .A~m> the same identity can be written as 

o. - 0. -+ r' · "' Rm + r' · "' Rm =0 
Jlt'm <>.yk IY'"' <>.kit • 

Using (1.4), (3.2) and (4.1) in the above relation, we get 

Theorem 4.1. The Bianchi identity for the curvature tensor 
- 1 
R• n _A(m) is given by 

fkh " 
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. . 0, . 

-V' · "' Rm - V' · "' Rm -(r' ·"' v• · "') X 
:Ill ' m 0<Yk :IY ' m 0<lcll- jk ' m + jk ' m 

0. . 

(Hm -@"' )-(r' ·"'+V' ·"')(Hm -@m) 
0<4Y 0<hY :ih '"' :lh '"' 0<Yk D<Ylc 

ri ·"' v' · "') (H"' -0"' ) 
-( 1Y ' m + ;y ' t11 0</cli 0</ch · 

In A(m) the curvature tensors R',"k" K:k, and Pi "' satisfy the 
n " .. " hlc, tn 

identity [2] 

(4.2) 

Under the change (l.l) it transforms to 

Introducing (3 2), (3.4) and (4.2) in this, we have 

Theorem 4.2. In the conformal areal space of the submetric 
class, the Bianchi identity 

K' +Ki Ki =Ki +Ki +K' 
11/clT:I hljTk + MlcTl llklji Miik h1kjl 

. * . 
-P' "'(Hm -@m )-(P' "'+ cr ,. C' "')(Rm 

M, m 0<kl D<kl hk, m ' h· m D<!I 

·X-. . 

+H"' -0 111 )-(P' "'. cr z C' "'>(Rm +Hm - 0"') 
0<l:I D<li hl, m + ' h, tn cdk odk od7' 

holds good. 
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